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Abstract We present the second update to a data set of gridded land‐based temperature and precipitation
extremes indices: HadEX3. This consists of 17 temperature and 12 precipitation indices derived from
daily, in situ observations and recommended by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) Expert
Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI). These indices have been calculated at around
7,000 locations for temperature and 17,000 for precipitation. The annual (and monthly) indices have been
interpolated on a 1.875°×1.25° longitude‐latitude grid, covering 1901–2018. We show changes in these
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indices by examining ”global”‐average time series in comparison with previous observational data sets and
also estimating the uncertainty resulting from the nonuniform distribution of meteorological stations.
Both the short and long time scale behavior of HadEX3 agrees well with existing products. Changes in the
temperature indices are widespread and consistent with global‐scale warming. The extremes related to daily
minimum temperatures are changing faster than the maximum. Spatial changes in the linear trends of
precipitation indices over 1950–2018 are less spatially coherent than those for temperature indices. Globally,
there are more heavy precipitation events that are also more intense and contribute a greater fraction to
the total. Some of the indices use a reference period for calculating exceedance thresholds. We present a
comparison between using 1961–1990 and 1981–2010. The differences between the time series of the
temperature indices observed over longer time scales are shown to be the result of the interaction of the
reference period with a warming climate. The gridded netCDF files and, where possible, underlying station
indices are available from www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/hadex3 and www.climdex.org.

1. Introduction

Under a changing climate, climate extremes are projected to pose some of the most critical challenges on
human physiological thresholds, society and infrastructure, and the natural environment. To understand
how these extremes are currently changing, up‐to‐date observational products are required. Several interna-
tional efforts exist to discover, collate, and process climate data andmake them available to users. For almost
two decades, the former WMO/WCRP/JCOMM Expert Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices
(ETCCDI) was one of the leading groups to develop a standard set of indices representing temperature
and precipitation extremes for the terrestrial environment, representing 29% of the surface of the globe
(Frich et al., 2002; Karl et al., 1999; Peterson, 2005). The development of these standard climate indices based
on daily data has allowed derived products to be more easily and widely shared than the underlying
measurements themselves (Alexander et al., 2019; Thorne et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2011), because in many
cases, these raw daily observations are not openly available. The ETCCDI facilitated several regional work-
shops, where representatives of National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NHMSs) could attend
and calculate the climate extremes indices from their daily data without needing to release those data pub-
licly (Aguilar et al., 2009; Caesar et al., 2011; Donat et al., 2014; Peterson & Manton, 2008; Meteorological
Service Singapore, 2019; Vincent et al., 2011). This approach has ensured the availability of climate indices
from regions where daily data are not readily available free of charge to the scientific community. The devel-
opment of standard software has further simplified this process, allowing contributors to calculate the
indices without needing to travel to a workshop. The ETCCDI approach has now been adopted by other
groups such as the WMO Expert Team for Sector‐specific Climate Indices (ET‐SCI) who have also run work-
shops and developed sector‐focused (e.g., health and agriculture) indices and software (Alexander & Herold,
2015; Herold & Alexander, 2016).

The first global data set to contain all 27 indices defined by the ETCCDI was HadEX (Alexander et al., 2006),
which covered the period 1951–2003. As a result of the way that part of the data were collected and processed
for inclusion in HadEX (through the aforementioned regional workshops), this data set was released as a sta-
tic product covering a fixed time period. A follow‐up effort a few years later resulted in the updated HadEX2
(Donat, Alexander, Yang, Durre, Vose, Dunn, et al., 2013), which extended the length of the data set, from
1901 to 2010. The number of land‐surface stations contributing to HadEX2 was larger than that in HadEX,
resulting in a larger proportion of the land‐surface being covered by HadEX2. The underlying station indices
were also made available where their license made this possible. Both these products have underpinned past
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assessments on global changes in climate extremes.
They are available on an annual, 3.75°×2.5° longitude‐latitude grid (chosen to match that of the HadCM3
model when developing HadEX), with some indices available on a monthly time scale as well (through
www.climdex.org). Both HadEX and HadEX2 included three additional indices over the 27 from the
ETCCDI (ETR, R95pTOT, and R99pTOT, see Table 1). One index (Rnnmm, using user‐defined thresholds)
is difficult to combine between data sources and so was not included in these two data sets.

As HadEX2 was again a static data set and is not easy to keep updated, another data set, GHCNDEX, was
developed by Donat, Alexander, Yang, Durre, Vose, & Caesar (2013), which uses the same indices and a
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very similar methodology but can be continuously updated (either annually or monthly). GHCNDEX uses
the Global Historical Climatology Network Daily (GHCND) data set (Menne et al., 2012) as input rather
than the mix of national and regional collections in HadEX2. The ability to update GHCNDEX has
allowed its inclusion in climate monitoring reports (e.g., King et al., 2019; Perkins‐Kirkpatrick et al.,
2018), although the coverage of GHCNDEX is not as complete as HadEX2. However, as GHCN‐Daily
station data are freely available, the GHCNDEX data set is fully traceable, whereas for HadEX and
HadEX2, some of the station time series that have been provided could not (and unfortunately still
cannot) be made available free of charge.

By comparing HadEX2 and GHCNDEX, it became possible to see the impact of the input station network
and coverage on the final annual (and monthly) fields. This has been further studied using indices calcu-
lated from reanalysis products (Donat et al., 2014) and historical simulations from the CMIP5 archive
(Sillmann et al., 2013). Other regional investigations concerning the impact of different gridding methods
on the final gridded fields were carried out by, for example, Avila et al. (2015) and Contractor et al.
(2015). These showed that although overall, large‐scale relative patterns were consistent, regional differ-
ences were apparent. They highlighted that the order of operation (first calculating the indices from
the station time series, then interpolating the indices to a grid versus first gridding the daily station time
series, and then calculating the indices on the gridded fields) resulted in different values of the gridded
extremes depending on the gridding method used. The former has been done in HadEX3 and its prede-
cessors but the latter in HadGHCND; Caesar et al. (2006) created gridded fields of maximum and mini-
mum temperatures, which have also been used to calculate grids of temperature extreme indices in
comparison to gridding station extremes (Donat, Alexander, Yang, Durre, Vose, & Caesar, 2013), allowing
this difference to be investigated. However, for long‐term trends and interannual variability, these effects
appear to be much smaller. A wider assessment of the effects of both structural (i.e., use of different meth-
ods) and parametric (i.e., from within method choices) uncertainties concluded that the largest effects
arose from the choice of the gridding method and the density of the input station network (Dunn et al.,
2014). In combination, these studies indicate that the HadEX family of data sets do have uncertainties
within them. But, for indices showing large changes over time, and especially in regions with a dense sta-
tion network, these uncertainties are small, as the spread between the different products is small

Table 1
Details of the ETCCDI Indices and the Numbers of Stations Available for Each That Were Taken Forward Into the Gridded Product

Index Name Description Units

Stations
(1961–1990
ref. period)

Stations
(1981–2010
ref. period)

TXx Hottest day Monthly and annual highest value of daily max temperature °C 7,191
TNx Warmest night Monthly and annual highest value of daily min temperature °C 7,209
TXn Coldest day Monthly and annual lowest value of daily max temperature °C 7,061
TNn Coldest night Monthly and annual lowest value of daily min temperature °C 7,069
TN10p Cool nights Percentage of time when daily min temperature <10th percentile % 4,869 4,615
TX10p Cool days Percentage of time when daily max temperature <10th percentile % 4,891 4,624
TN90p Warm nights Percentage of time when daily min temperature >90th percentile % 4,867 4,615
TX90p Warm days Percentage of time when daily max temperature >90th percentile % 4,891 4,623
DTR Diurnal

temperature range
Annual mean difference between daily max and min temperature °C 7,056

GSL Growing season
length

Annual (1 January to 31 December in Northern Hemisphere,
1 July to 30 June in Southern Hemisphere) count between first
span of at least 6 days with TG > 5°C and first span after 1 July
(1 January in SH) of 6 days with TG < 5°C (where TG is daily
mean temperature)

days 5,503

ID Ice days Annual count when daily maximum temperature <0°C days 6,996
FD Frost days Annual count when daily minimum temperature <0°C days 7,019
SU Summer days Annual count when daily max temperature >25°C days 7,180
TR Tropical nights Annual count when daily min temperature >20°C days 7,203
WSDI Warm spell

duration index
Annual count when at least six consecutive days of max
temperature >90th percentile

days 5,992 6,358

CSDI Cold spell
duration index

Annual count when at least six consecutive days of min
temperature <10th percentile

days 5,813 6,328
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compared to the longer‐term changes. Conversely, indices showing small long‐term changes or regions
containing few stations showed a greater spread (relative to the long‐term change signal) between the
different versions of the data sets.

In this manuscript, we outline the second update to the HadEX family, presenting HadEX3. The latest round
of data gathering is presented in section 2, with a recap of the methods in section 3. We highlight some of the
global and regional behaviors of the indices over the recent past in section 4 and compare to other gridded
data sets of extremes indices. Our discussions and summary are presented in sections 5 and 6.

2. Data

Regional data collections and contributions from individuals and organizations, as both indices and raw
daily temperature and precipitation observations, have been combined to form HadEX3. Below we outline
the characteristics of these collections. Major collections are as follows, with the data span included in
HadEX3 given in parentheses at the end of each entry:

• The European Climate Assessment and Dataset (ECAD, https://www.ecad.eu//indicesextremes/index.
php, Klein Tank et al., 2002; Klok & Klein Tank, 2009) contains indices from around 5,000 temperature
stations and almost 15,000 precipitation stations across Europe, western Asia, and northern Africa. The
ECAD use slightly different definitions for some of their indices (TX90p, TX10p, TN90p, TN10p, R95p,
and R99p). We adjust these to match the definitions in Table 1as part of the processing of HadEX3.
These indices are based on the blended data set (see http://www.ecad.eu/FAQ/index.php#3), which uses
neighboring stations to infill data gaps (1901–2018).

• The Southeast Asia Climate Assessment and Dataset (SACAD, https://sacad.database.bmkg.go.id/indice-
sextremes/index.php, Klein Tank et al., 2006) contains indices from around 400 temperature stations and

Table 1
(Continued)

Index Name Description Units

Stations
(1961–1990
ref. period)

Stations
(1981–2010
ref. period)

*ETR Extreme
temperature range

TXx ‐ TNn °C 7,068

Rx1day Max 1 day
precipitation amount

Monthly and annual maximum
1‐day precipitation

mm 17,524

Rx5day Max 5 day
precipitation amount

Monthly and annual maximum
consecutive 5‐day precipitation

mm 17,529

SDII Simple daily
intensity index

The ratio of annual total precipitation
to the number of wet days (≥1 mm)

mm/day 17,763

R10mm Number of heavy
precipitation days

Annual count when precipitation
≥10mm

days 17,705

R20mm Number of very
heavy precipitation days

Annual count when precipitation
≥20mm

days 17,705

CDD Consecutive dry days Highest number of consecutive
days when precipitation < 1 mm

days 17,776

CWD Consecutive wet days Highest number of consecutive
days when precipitation ≥1 mm

days 17,786

R95p Very wet days Annual total precipitation from
days >95th percentile

mm 14,870 7,912

R99p Extremely wet days Annual total precipitation from
days >99th percentile

mm 14,856 7,880

PRCPTOT Annual total
wet day precipitation

Annual total precipitation from
days ≥1 mm

mm 17,778

*R95pTOT Contribution from
very wet days

100 * R95p / PRCPTOT % 14,801 7,635

*R99pTOT Contribution from
extremely wet days

100 * R99p / PRCPTOT % 14,798 7,621

Note. The indices labeled in italics are available on a monthly as well as annual basis. The three indices marked with an
asterisk are additional indices which were included in HadEX2 and HadEX.
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around 4,000 precipitation stations from countries in Southeast Asia. We do not include SACAD stations
in Australia as separate data sets were used for that region in combination with GHCNDEX. (1952–2011).

• The Latin American Climate Assessment and Dataset (LACAD, https://lacad.ciifen.org/indicesextremes/
index.php Van Den Besselaar et al., 2015) contains indices from 200 temperature stations and 1,200 pre-
cipitation stations from countries in western South America. (1932–2014).

These three data sets contain precalculated indices referenced to the 1961–1990 period. As we also calculate
some indices using a 1981–2010 reference period (see sections 2.2 and 4.3), we also use the daily station mea-
surements from these collections (named EOBS, SAOBS, and LAOBS) for those calculations.

• The GHCND (Menne et al., 2012) is a comprehensive data set of over 100,000 stations across the globe
(https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/ghcnd-data-access). We use the same homogeneous subset from Peterson
et al. (2008) as was used in HadEX2, which are those National Weather Service Cooperative and
first‐order stations with reasonably long records over the United States. These were determined to be free
from significant discontinuities after 1950. After selecting for data record (section 3.1), there are 1,320
GHCND stations available for calculating indices (1901–2018).

• A subset of those stations from GHCNDEX (Donat, Alexander, Yang, Durre, Vose, & Caesar, 2013) where
there are at least 40 years of data after 1950 and over Australia only were included (https://www.climdex.
org). These supplement the network of supplied precipitation stations in that region and in effect contain
indices from all precipitation stations for Australia (1901–2018).

• The publicly available observation data from the DECADE project (Andrade et al., 2018) for stations in
the central Andes (https://www.geography.unibe.ch/research/climatology_group/research_projects/dec-
ade/index_eng.html). These data have had their homogeneity assessed using the ACMANT code
(Domonkos, 2011), and we masked time periods where the gross inhomogeneity frequency of a station
is moderate or high (1919–2015).

The remaining regional and national collections have been submitted by authors through either their perso-
nal research, via the National Meteorological Service in that country, or from a number of workshops held
over the last decades.

• Six hundred stations over the former USSR as an update to the stations described in Razuvaev et al. (1993)
(http://meteo.ru/english/climate/d_temp.php) (1901–2018).

• Indices from 615 precipitation stations over Western Africa from Panthou et al. (2012) were included.
These have been subject to a visual and automatic check of data quality to identify spurious and erroneous
data (Panthou et al., 2018) (1901–2016).

• Indices from around 260 temperature stations and 280 precipitation stations from countries in South
America for 1950–2009 in the South America assessment and data set (de los Milagros Skansi et al.,
2013). Time series were quality controlled used RClimDex and extra QC checks. The temperature time
series were subjected to homogenization by using the RSNHT software, whereas RHtestV3 (Wang &
Feng, 2013) was used to test homogeneity on the precipitation series (1950–2017).

• A further set of around 350 temperature and precipitation stations from 1961 from the Regional Climate
Center for the South of South America was also included. These data were quality controlled using a suite
of quality control (Podestá et al., 2013; Veiga et al., 2014) (1950–2017).

• Twenty‐two temperature and precipitation stations over Spain, which have been quality controlled using
the RClimDex‐extra QC (http://www.c3.urv.cat/softdata.php) and homogenized at the daily scale follow-
ing procedures described in Brunet et al. (2006) and Sigró et al. (2015) (1901–2017).

• One hundred twelve homogenized temperature stations from the Australian Climate Observations
Reference Network Surface Air Temperature (ACORN‐SAT) data set, version 2 ((Trewin et al., 2020),
https://www.bom.gov.au/climate/data/acorn-sat/) andprecipitationdata from those stations (1901–2017).

• Two hundred fifty‐six stations from the ACRE project (Allan et al., 2011). Many have records which end
before 1901, and so indices were only calculated for 46 stations. As all end early in the 20th century, none
are carried through into the final gridded product (1782–1950).

• Indices from 319 stations over China, quality controlled and homogenized as detailed in Xu et al. (2013)
1951–2018).

• Three hundred thirty‐eight homogenized daily temperatures up to 2017 (Vincent et al., 2012) and 464
high‐quality daily total precipitation stations (adjusted for known measurements issues Mekis &
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Vincent, 2011) for Canada. Homogeneity issues related to station relocation, changes in observing time,
and joining of observations from colocated sites were addressed using the observations of neighboring sta-
tions. Daily total precipitation was the sum of the daily rainfall and snowfall water equivalent amounts
(1901–2017).

• Eighteen stations over Chile with quality control carried out by a visual inspection and automated tests.
The homogenization of the series was carried out by means of the SNHT homogeneity test with the
Climatol package, which corrects and fills the series (Guijarro, 2016) (1961–2018).

• Twenty‐two stations from Colombia which have been used for a national assessment published by
Instituto de Hidrología, Meteorología y Estudios Ambientales (IDEAM) (2018) (1980–2017).

• Indices from 26 temperature stations and 84 precipitation stations over South Africa. These are an update
to the data sets used in Kruger and Nxumalo (2017a) for surface temperature and Kruger and Nxumalo
(2017b) for precipitation (1921–2018).

• Around 5,300 stations in Mexico were received from full national climatic database of the Mexican
National Meteorological Service (SMN) of the National Water Commission (CONAGUA). Basic quality
control is routinely applied to the data by SMN using CLICOM and other basic validations. No homoge-
neity procedures were applied to the data (1901–2018).

• Six hundred fourteen stations in Brazil, from the archives of the National Institute of Meteorology
(INMET) (1933–2018).

• Indices from 61 stations over North Africa and Arabian Peninsula from a workshop in Morocco in 2012
(Donat et al., 2014) (1940–2011).

• Indices from 29 temperature stations and 52 precipitation stations from 20 western Pacific Islands coun-
tries and territories (McGree et al., 2019) (1951–2015).

• Indices from 154 precipitation and 123 temperature stations from past workshops held in Mauritius,
Vietnam, and Congo that were also used in HadEX2 (Aguilar et al., 2009; Caesar et al., 2011; Vincent et al.,
2011) (1922–2008).

• Indices from 169 stations in West Africa arising from a workshop held in the Gambia in 2011 (Barry et al.,
2018) (1960–2010).

• Indices from 112 stations over Southeast Asia, calculated during a workshop in Singapore in 2019 (Brunei:
1, Singapore: 3, Philippines: 4, Thailand: 7, Vietnam: 14, Malaysia: 15, Myanmar: 17, Indonesia: 51
Meteorological Service Singapore, 2019) (1951–2018).

• Ninety‐six stations over India (1901–2016).
• Fifty‐eight long‐record stations over Iran with updated locations (Rahimzadeh & Nassaji Zavareh, 2014)

(1951–2018).
• Twenty‐four stations from New Zealand and surrounding islands (1901–2017).
• Six stations over Honduras (1951–2005).
• Ten stations over Japan (1901–2018).

We note that the level of quality control and homogeneity adjustment or assessment applied to each station
varies between the sources. We do no quality checks on the observed data but do apply further tests on the
station‐level indices (section 3.2). Data sources which have been homogenized are Australia (temperature
only), Canada, China, DECADE, South America assessment and data set, and Spain. We note that the homo-
genization techniques applied may not be well suited for extremes. Furthermore, some changes, for exam-
ple, from manual to automatic stations, may have occurred across a wide region contemporaneously, and
so (likely small) systematic biases may still be present. The maximal number of stations for each index is
shown in Table 1. For sources where indices have been provided, not all are available for both reference per-
iods (sections 2.2 and 4.3), which may be the result of, for example, the station record length or effort avail-
able to perform the calculations on archived data.

2.1. Indices

The ETCCDI indices have a long heritage in their use for monitoring, analyzing, and projecting moderate
extreme events and absolute values (Alexander et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2011). They are calculated from
daily maximum and minimum temperature as well as daily precipitation amount. In many cases, these
indices have been calculated by data contributors using the RClimdex, climdex.pcic, or FClimdex software
(Zhang & Feng, 2004). When data have been submitted as daily observations, we have used the Climpact2
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v1.2.7 software (Herold & Alexander, 2016) to calculate the indices. Climpact2 is the most recent instance of
code used at regional workshops to calculate the ETCCDI and ETSCI indices and builds on the earlier codes
(e.g., climdex.pcic). It is available from https://github.com/ARCCSS-extremes/climpact2 and https://clim-
pact-sci.org/to enable others to calculate the indices.

Some of the indices, being summaries of the underlying daily observations, require careful interpretation,
especially when gridded or expressed as trends. In the case of indices using a fixed threshold (SU, TR, FD,
ID, R10mm, and R20mm), some parts of the world have climates which either very rarely or almost con-
tinually trigger these indices, and so conclusions about trends need to be combined with understanding
about the local climate. The temperature indices providing annual (or monthly) actual temperature
extremes (TXx, TXn, TNx, and TNn) can be affected by a changing station network during the gridding.
As elevation influences the temperatures recorded at each station, if a mountaintop station drops out of
the network at the end of the series, then the weighted average value recorded will increase as a result
and may appear as a step‐change in the time series. We attempt to mitigate this effect with the station
selection criteria (see section 3).

The percentile indices (TX90p, TX10p, TN90p, TN10p, R95pTOT, and R99pTOT), although being easily
linked to common descriptions (”warm days,” etc.), also need careful interpretation. By design, these indices
have an average value of 10% (temperature) or 5% or 1% (precipitation) over the reference period (using daily
rather than seasonal values for the calculation Zhang et al., 2005). Given the globally warming climate
(Stocker et al., 2014), then the number of cool days and nights (TX10p and TN10p) will decrease on average
over time (e.g., Donat, Alexander, Yang, Durre, Vose, Dunn, et al., 2013). But the minimum number of these
is bounded by zero. Conversely, the number of warm days and nights (TX90p and TN90p) have much greater
freedom to increase, although they are bounded by the number of days in a year or month. Also, in regions
with relatively low interannual variability, small changes in these indices can be more prominent than in
regions with higher year‐to‐year variation. Finally, the use of a reference period can introduce artificial inho-
mogeneities in the time series of these indices (Zhang et al., 2005).

More generally, other data measurement changes, for example, changes in reporting resolution or in the
observation/accumulation times, can also affect the homogeneity of the index time series (e.g., Rhines
et al., 2015).

2.2. Notes on the Reference Period

A number of the ETCCDI indices (TX90p, TX10p, TN90p, TN10p, CSDI, WSDI, R99p, R95p, R95pTOT, and
R99pTOT) use a reference period for the calculation of the thresholds used (e.g., the 10th percentile for
TX10p). These indices summarize exceedances over/under these thresholds. If the global climate had no
long‐term anthropogenic forcing, then changing the reference period would have almost no effect on the
indices and their long‐term trends. Only small differences would arise from changes in the station network
resulting from the ability to include stations with records which only overlap one or another reference
period. As the climate is not static (Stocker et al., 2014), the difference of behavior of these indices under dif-
ferent reference periods is complex, beingmore than just a shift in themean. A small change in the threshold
can result in a much larger change in the exceedance (cumulative probability). Furthermore, as noted in the
previous section, the bounded nature of some indices also affects the values when comparing between refer-
ence periods.

HadEX and HadEX2 (and GHCNDEX) used the reference period 1961–1990, which coincided with the peak
of available data and stations at the time, as well as being a well‐established base period and used extensively
across climate science and in IPCC reports. However, a number of data contributors to HadEX3 have sup-
plied indices referenced to the more recent period, 1981–2010, as a better match to the station records. The
advantages of thismore recent period are two fold: (i) that the peak of data availability has nowmoved to later
in the time series, and so for individual (especially national) sources,more stationsmay be available with cov-
erage over this period, and (ii) it also aligns with the current WMO standard climatological period. The dis-
advantages are that this is a change from the procedure used in HadEX and HadEX2, and some sources only
have these indices calculated for a single reference period. Several large collections and regions are not avail-
able with the updated reference period (e.g., ECAD and GHCNDEX), and these dominate the change in glo-
bal station counts. We have attempted to balance the spatial coverage of the gridded data set between the two
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reference periods, but the underlying station networks are different in, for example, Western Africa, South
America, Southeast Asia, and Australia. Furthermore, without access to underlying observations, we are
not able to amend the base period of precalculated indices, and so each choice of the reference period restricts
the use in HadEX3 of stations with precalculated indices (that rely on base period calculations).

Our approach for HadEX3 has been to produce two versions of the percentile‐based indices: one using the
1961–1990 reference period and another using 1981–2010. Although thismakes the data set a littlemore com-
plex for users as it will require a decision onwhich version to use, it also offers users greater freedomby allow-
ing them to choose the version that is most applicable to their needs. By analyzing both versions herein, we
are able to assess the differences between them. We are also able to include as much of the submitted data as
possible, which improves the spatio‐temporal coverage for some regions for the indices which rely on a refer-
ence period (e.g., western and southern Africa and Southeast Asia). Submissions of daily data rather than
indices can be used for both versions, with only small changes to these station networks.

3. Methods

Having obtained data from almost 37,000 stations, we select those which have sufficiently long records. The
quality of these is then assessed, giving the final set of stations available to combine into the gridded product.
We use the same gridding method as in HadEX and HadEX2, which combines stations within a search
radius of the grid box center.

3.1. Station Selection

As in HadEX2, HadEX3 comprises two parts. The primary product is gridded, using spatial
interpolation/gridding to combine the station‐based indices from the different data sources, and is the main
focus here. The secondary products are the underlying station‐based indices, where these can be made avail-
able. Data from almost 37,000 stations have been collected as part of HadEX3 (see Figure A1), but many of
these will have short records, data gaps, inconsistencies in the indices, and other issues and hence do not
contribute to the gridded product.

If there are data present in the index time series for a station, then we require the equivalent of at least 20
years of data for it to be included in the gridded product. Stations which only have data prior to the 20th cen-
tury are not included in this gridded data set. The gridded data set is intended for long‐termmonitoring, and
so a changing station network, especially toward the more recent years, can result in inhomogeneities in the
final grids as stations drop out as their record ends. Therefore, to reduce such inhomogeneities (which can
result in spurious trends), we only select stations which end in 2009 or later for the gridded product. We note
that this reduces the number of stations included.

3.2. Quality Control
3.2.1. Climpact2
Climpact2 produces diagnostic information and performs a variety of tests to help the user conduct quality
control (QC) on their daily temperature and precipitation data. These tests include identifying

• statistical outliers (based on multiples of the inter‐quartile range),
• potential biases in the rounding of decimal values,
• multiple consecutive days with identical temperatures,
• duplicated dates,
• unlikely large changes in temperatures between days (whenminimum ormaximum temperatures change

by 20°C or more),
• days where minimum temperature exceeds maximum temperature, and
• uncommonly large precipitation and temperature values (exceeding 200 mm and 50°C, respectively).

These tests are designed to focus the user's attention on common issues in station data without the need for
manual inspection of each value.

A number of automated quality control tests are run on the index time series of the indices after the
initial selection. These aim to identify logical issues with the indices, as well as errors in the station loca-
tions. Many of these checks identify systematic issues in the index time series rather than single values
being at fault, and hence many of these quality control tests are not triggered by the data. Where an
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issue was identified by these index‐based tests, the whole station is withheld from further processing for
that index. The final number of stations available for the annual indices after QC and selection are shown
in Table 1.
3.2.2. File Checks (All)
Although a redundant check, coming as it does after the station selection step, this test confirms that the file
for a specific station, time scale, and index is present and contains some data.
3.2.3. World Record Check (TXx, TNn, Rx1day, and PRCPTOT)
These four indices are compared to the WMO record values for maximum and minimum temperature and
daily and annual rainfall accumulations (https://wmo.asu.edu/#continental). We only assess the world,
rather than continental records, aiming to catch factor‐of‐10 errors, issues with unit conversions, or unusual
missing data indicators.
3.2.4. Reference Period Coverage (TX10p, TX90p, TN10p, TN90p, R95p, R99p, R95pTOT,
and R99pTOT)
These eight indices use a specified reference period (e.g., 1961–1990) to calculate percentile values used to
derive the final quantities. These percentiles should only be calculable if there are sufficient years within
the 30‐year reference period. For HadEX2, this was 70% (21 years), and so a flag is set if there are fewer than
21 years in which this index is reported during the reference period.
3.2.5. Annual in Monthly (TXx, TXn, TNx, TNn, Rx1day, and Rx5day)
As these six indices measure the absolute maximum (or minimum) values, this test cross‐checks that the
annual value for each index can be found as one of the 12 separate monthly values.
3.2.6. Negative Values (all but TXx, TXn, TNx, and TNn)
This test checks for negative values in time series of these indices. All of these indices have a lower bound of
zero, and so negative values should not be present.
3.2.7. Consistency Check (TXx [TXn, TNx], TNx [TNn], TXn [TNn], R10mm [R20mm], R95p
[R99p], PRCPTOT [R95p], and Rx5day [Rx1day])
This test works on pairs of indices. For each of the pairs (primary and secondary given in the list above), the
former is expected to have a larger value than the latter; for example, the highest Tmax in a month should be
larger than the lowest Tmax in a month. Stations where this is not the case are flagged for both indices as we
cannot tell which one contains the erroneous values.
3.2.8. Metadata Checks (All)
This checks for exact matches in the latitude and longitude and so will identify stations which are apparent
duplicated stations, either arising because the station appears in two or more input data sources or because
there is a problem in one of the sets of metadata. In dense station networks, limitations on the accuracy of
the positional metadata could result in two distinct stations being identified as duplicates by this test.

After candidate pairs are identified, these are then resolved, to retain only one in the data set. We deprior-
itize sources which are collections (ECAD, SACAD, LACAD, EOBS, SAOBS, LAOBS, GHCNDEX, and
GHCND) and favor sources from individual countries or other regional programmes as they are likely
to have had more detailed quality control applied. If this step does not result in a single station being
selected (e.g., both are from collections or both are not), we then keep the source that has a longer record,
or, if both have the same record length, then we take the one which ends more recently. If none of these
result in just a single source being kept, we just retain the first in the list.
3.2.9. Correlation Checks (all except FD, ID, SU, TR, R10mm, and R20mm)
During early testing of the code, we found some instances where widely separated station pairs had a high
correlation (>0.99). This could indicate a metadata problem as well as issues in the index data. We calculate
the correlation between all station pairs, excluding any station where the metadata checks have set a flag.
Then if there are high correlation values at separations of greater than 250 km, a flag is set.

The above six indices specified are excluded from this process as, for some parts of the world, these threshold
values are almost‐always or almost‐never reached. A sequence of almost all zero or 365 days will correlate
highly at large separations and result in many erroneous flags being set.

3.3. Gridding Method

The gridding method used for HadEX and HadEX2 was the angular distance weighting (ADW) scheme
(Shepard, 1968). It has also been used in a number of other data sets (e.g., Caesar et al., 2006; Contractor
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et al., 2015). This method estimates values at the central point of each grid
box, blending stations within a search radius from that central point. This
search radius is the decorrelation length scale (DLS), calculated from the
correlation properties of station pairs. Although the value that ADW pro-
duces is likely to be representative of the grid box, it is not the average over
the grid box area; especially in region/index combinations where eleva-
tion is important and varies, the representativity is likely to be less than
in other regions. When comparing HadEX3 to reanalysis or model pro-
ducts, care needs to be taken as these other products provide grid‐box
averages and so there is an order‐of‐operation difference between them
and HadEX3. For further discussion on the effect of this, see section 5.1
and, for example, Avila et al. (2015). One advantage of gridding the
ETCCDI indices (rather than gridding the underlying observations and
then calculating the indices) is that the indices tend to correlate over lar-
ger distances. However, a changing station network can still have adverse
impacts for some indices which are closer to the underlying observations
than others (see section 2.1).
3.3.1. Decorrelation Length Scale
The ADW scheme (Shepard, 1968) uses a search radius to identify stations
close enough to the grid box center to contribute to the weighted average.
As in HadEX and HadEX2, we use the DLS (also known as the correlation
decay distance). This is a measure of how the correlation between stations
reduces as their spatial separation increases and ensures the search radius
is set at an appropriate value for the index (compared to using a fixed
value for all indices).

The correlation of all station pairs with sufficient overlap (at least 30 years
of data after 1951) is calculated, then placed into 100‐km bins, and the
median is taken. We fit an exponential decay curve of the form

Y¼A:expð−x=bÞþc (1)

to these binned values if there are at least 30 stations with enough over-
lap. The form of the function fitted fixes c=0. The DLS is the point at
which this curve has reached a value of A/e (the e‐folding distance).
The minimum DLS globally is set to 200 km and the maximum to
2,000 km (Donat, Alexander, Yang, Durre, Vose, Dunn, et al., 2013).
The standard deviations of the bin values are used as the uncertainties
on the points when passed to the fitting procedure. This allows both
the R2 and chi‐squared values to be calculated. If the fit is insufficiently

good as determined by the chi‐square value at 5%, then the calculated DLS is rejected and the minimum
value of 200 km used.

The DLS is calculated for each index separately (annual and monthly where appropriate). As in HadEX and
HadEX2, the DLS is also estimated in zonal bands, four 30° bands between 90°N and 30°S and then one 60°
band for 30°S and 90°S. The larger band for the southern part of the Southern Hemisphere reflects the smal-
ler fraction of land present in this region, as well as the much lower station density. We show in Figure 1
examples of the correlation‐separation plots with the fitted decay curve and calculated DLS value. To avoid
discontinuities at the zonal band boundaries, the DLS values are linearly interpolated onto the latitudes of
the grid box centers.

In HadEX2, as well as the average correlations for each 100‐km bin, a point was added at zero distance with
perfect correlation (x=0 km, r=1), the theoretically expected value for two perfect instruments at the same
location. However, in practice, this would rarely be the case, as demonstrated by a ”nugget effect” (e.g.,
Cressie, 1992), which is clearly visible in Figure 1, as well as other studies in, for example, global air tempera-
ture (Rohde et al., 2013) and marine surface data (Kent et al., 1999). Therefore, and especially with indices

Figure 1. Estimation of the decorrelation length scale (DLS), for TOP
TX90p between 30N and 60N and BOTTOM R20mm between 0 and 30N
for annual values. Blue points show the correlation and separations for each
station pair within the latitude band. Black contours show the regions
where most points are concentrated. Red points and error bars are the
averaged values which are fitted with the cyan line. The DLS is marked
by the vertical dashed magenta line. Vertical dotted lines mark the upper
and lower allowed values of the DLS. The statistics of the fit (R2 and χ2)
as well as the number of stations in the latitude band are stated on the
bottom right.
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which use a fixed threshold, resulting correlations would be less than perfect at short separations. Hence, for
HadEX3, we relax this criterion as although accurate characterization of the correlation behaviors at short
distances is important for some applications, when creating HadEX3, we are interested in the long distance
(more than a few km) behavior to calculate the DLS (minimum value of 200 km).
3.3.2. Angular Distance Weighting
This method (Shepard, 1968) has been shown to be an appropriate method for gridding irregularly spaced
data (New et al., 2000). We increase the spatial resolution of HadEX3 over its predecessor by a factor of 4,
using a 1.875°×1.25° longitude‐latitude grid. All stations which lie within the DLS of the grid box center
are selected, and then weights are assigned to each station depending on both the distance and the angular
distribution of these selected stations. This method has been described in many other contexts (e.g., Caesar
et al., 2006; Hofstra & New, 2009; New et al., 2000), but for reference, we summarize it in Appendix A1.

At least three stations with valid data need to be present within the DLS for a value to be set for a grid box at
that time period, with a missing value placed if there are fewer. This is to ensure that stations with inhomo-
geneities or other data issues not already identified or removed cannot overly influence the final fields in
regions of sparse station density. Dunn et al. (2014) relaxed this requirement down to a single station, which
has the greatest effect in regions with a low station density (e.g., Africa), the early part of the record when few
stations are available globally, or indices with a small DLS (e.g., R99p). Indices with strong long‐term
changes (e.g., TX10p) were less affected.

Alternative gridding methods for the ETCCDI extremes indices have been presented in, for example, Dunn
et al. (2014), Yin et al. (2015), Avila et al. (2015), and Contractor et al. (2015). These range from a simple
approach by averaging all stations within the grid box boundaries, which has lower coverage as it does
not interpolate, through to ordinary kriging, which can be adapted to include other predictors. We leave
an assessment between different gridding methods for a future study.

3.4. Coverage Uncertainty

As the spatial coverage of HadEX3 is not globally complete (for the land surface), we have included an
assessment of the uncertainty in the global time series arising from this (see section 4). We follow the meth-
odology of Brohan et al. (2006) when calculating the spatial coverage uncertainty, using the new ERA5 rea-
nalysis (Hersbach et al., 2019). The predecessor of ERA5, ERA‐Interim (Dee et al., 2011), showed some of the
highest spatial and temporal correlations with observational data sets (Donat et al., 2014), with the tempera-
ture indices having greater correlations (r∼0.9) than the precipitation indices (r∼0.6). Although ERA5 has
not undergone such an assessment, the high correlations between reanalysis products from the same mod-
eling center (Donat et al., 2014) suggest that ERA5 may show reasonable spatio‐temporal correlations with
HadEX3.

We calculate the ETCCDI indices from ERA5 by aggregating the hourly temperature and precipitation
values to daily values, obtaining the maximum/minimum and sum, respectively, for each 00‐23Z period
and passing these through the Climpact2 software. Then, for each year (and month if appropriate) in
HadEX3, the ERA5 fields (for the matching calendar month if appropriate) are selected. These ERA5 fields
are regridded tomatch the resolution of HadEX3 and then aremasked by the spatial coverage of the HadEX3
field, and the global average (cosine‐weighted) is calculated. The residuals between the masked and
unmasked averages are taken, and the standard deviation of this distribution of residuals is used as the spa-
tial coverage uncertainty in the global average time series in section 4. As ERA5 has not been assessed for use
with the ETCCDI indices (unlike other products in, e.g., Donat et al., 2014), we do not use this in our com-
parison of the time series of different products but only for estimating the uncertainty arising from incom-
plete spatial coverage.

4. Results

We present the inferences from the version of HadEX3 using a 1961–1990 reference period, on a
1.875°×1.25° longitude‐latitude grid (see section 4.3 for comparisons to the 1981–2010 reference period for
the indices affected).

Time series of the ”global‐land” average values for HadEX3 and the other data sets (HadEX, HadEX2, and
GHCNDEX) are derived using cosine‐weighting for the grid box center latitudes. We show timeseries
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from grid boxes with at least 90% temporal completeness (106 years) and also from the full dataset along with
their coverage uncertainties. Hence, the fraction of the global land surface represented in these time series
varies between the indices (even within the different ”families”). Also, as the long‐term behavior of some
indices varies regionally, these time series only give a flavor of the changes over time. We also show the
time series of the percentage of the land grid boxes which contain data for the same four data sets. The
time series for each data set shown in the following figures have been normalized using a common period
of 1961–1990.
Although we do not expect the changes over time of these indices to be linear, we showmaps of linear trends
to provide a general picture of changes that have occurred. We use the median of pairwise slopes method
(Lanzante, 1996; Sen, 1968; Thiel, 1950) to calculate the trends. To give an indication of the confidence in
the trends, grid boxes where the 95% confidence range in the trends excludes zero are shown stippled.
Given the sparser spatial coverage before the 1950s, we show linear trends over 1951–2018. For a trend to
be calculated in a grid box, values have to be available for at least 66% of the years (45 years), and the final
valid value of the grid box has to occur in 2009 or later.

Along with trend maps over 1951–2018 and global average time series for the indices and the coverage, we
also show differencemaps between two 30‐year periods (1951–1980 and 1981–2010). At least 15 years have to
be present in each 30‐year period to enable a difference to be shown. As these maps do not include data from
the last 8 years, they are not as affected as the trend maps by the data drop‐off that has started in the
mid‐2000s and so can exhibit in greater spatial coverage.

Figure 2. (a) Linear trends in annual series of TX90p over 1950–2018 (days/decade); (b) difference between two 30‐year periods (1981–2010 and 1951–1980);
(c) time series of HadEX3 compared with HadEX, HadEX2, and GHCNDEX; (d) time series of land fraction containing grid boxes valid data. Trends only
calculated for grid boxes with sufficient data (at least 66% of years having data and the last year of the series being 2009 or later). Significant trends are indicated
with stippling. The time series are calculated from grid boxes with at least 90% temporal completeness (“90%tc”, 106 years over 1901–2018) except ‘HadEX3 (full)’
which is from all grid boxes. The grey and orange shading in panel (c) are the coverage uncertainties calculated using the ERA5 reanalysis (see text for details).
All panels use a reference period of 1961–1990, with maps presented on a 1.875° x 1.25° longitude‐latitude grid. We have converted the units for this index
from % into days for clarity.
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The time series, maps, and station location plots for each index can be found in the supporting information.

4.1. Trends in Annual Temperature Indices

As expected from the wide variety of previous studies (e.g., Alexander et al., 2006; Donat, Alexander, Yang,
Durre, Vose, Dunn, et al., 2013; Donat, Alexander, Yang, Durre, Vose, & Caesar, 2013) and the ongoing
warming of the land surface (e.g., Stocker et al., 2014), all temperature indices show global trends and
changes consistent with increasing surface temperatures. The increased spatial coverage of HadEX3 has
not greatly changed either the long‐term behavior or the short‐term variability of these indices for the over-
lapping period with HadEX2 or GHCNDEX.

Starting with the percentile‐based indices (TX90p, TX10p, TN90p, and TN10p, Figures 2, 3, and S1–S4), these
have relatively complete spatial coverage except, for example, for some parts of Africa. Widespread changes
are consistent with the warming global temperatures, and only a few regions show slight cooling. As in
HadEX2, changes in indices from the daily minimum temperatures (TN90p and TN10p) are on average
stronger than those from daily maximum temperatures (TX90p and TX10p). In tropical regions of South
America, Northern Africa, and through Asia, the numbers of warm nights have increased by over 8 days
per decade, leading to a doubling since the late 1970s (the average annual frequency during the 1961–
1990 base period is 36.5 days) to between 70 and 80 days per year during the recent decade. There have also
been strong decreases in the numbers of cool nights over the same period, down to around only 15 days per
year. Maps of the differences between two 30‐year periods (1981–2010 and 1951–1980) show a little more
structure for these two indices. For example, the greatest difference for TN10p are in the Amazon, parts of
Africa just north of the Equator, and northern China.

Figure 3. (a) Linear trends in annual series of TN10p over 1950–2018 (days/decade); (b) difference between two 30‐year periods (1981–2010 and 1951–1980); (c)
time series of HadEX3 compared with HadEX, HadEX2, and GHCNDEX; (d) time series of land fraction containing grid boxes valid data. Details of trend and time
series calculation are described in Figure 2. We have converted the units for this index from % into days for clarity.
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For the indices based on daily maximum temperature, the increase in the number of warm days (TX90p,
around 30 days since the late 1970s and around 40 days since 1901) is larger than the decrease in the number
of cool days (TX10p, around 15 days since the late 1970s and also around 40 days since 1901), and this is
reflected in themaps of trends. Furthermore, in a warming climate with a fixed reference period, the number
of cool days is zero‐bounded, whereas the number of warm days is less affected by the upper limit (365 days;
see section 2.1). The ”warming hole” over the southern‐central United States is seen in both indices but more
so in TX10p. This area of reduced warming, or even cooling, may be the result of internal variability (Meehl
et al., 2012), an effect of the changing land use of this area as plantations have been repurposed (Portmann
et al., 2009), or changes to the local hydrological cycle (Pan et al., 2004). A region with similar behavior in
TX90p is seen in the southern parts of South America. Both these indices are spatially more heterogeneous
than those based on the minimum temperature, but the areas which are showing the strongest trends are
again the Amazon and large swathes of Africa, along with Southeast Asia.

Along with the long‐term behavior of the time series for these four indices, the plots in Figures 2,3, and S1–
S4 also show the year‐to‐year variation in comparison to other data sets. HadEX3 shows very good agree-
ment with other observational data sets (HadEX, HadEX2, and GHCNDEX) over the common periods, for
both the long‐ and short‐term behavior. We do not match the coverage of these four data sets, so some of
the differences are the result of the different spatio‐temporal coverage of each one. For all four indices,
the strongest period of change started in the late 1970s, with smaller amplitude changes in either direction
before then. Although the coverage uncertainty (orange shading) increases toward the beginning of the
record, it remains small compared to the magnitude of both the short and long time scale variations.

Figure 4. (a) Linear trends in annual series of TXn over 1950–2018 (°C/decade); (b) difference between two 30‐year periods (1981–2010 and 1951–1980); (c) time
series of HadEX3 compared with HadEX, HadEX2, and GHCNDEX; (d) time series of land fraction containing grid boxes valid data. Details of trends and time
series calculation are described in Figure 2.
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The time series of the fraction of land grid‐boxes with data show how the best coverage is usually between
around 1960 to the mid‐2000s, with a decline thereafter. This does unfortunately limit what can be inferred
on a global level for the early and most recent periods in this data set. However, by including the coverage
uncertainty from ERA5 (gray and orange shading), we can place some level of confidence on global changes
in these four indices over the last four to five decades.

The indices based on the absolute warmest and coldest temperatures (TXx, TNx, TXn, and TNn, Figures 4,5,
and S5–S8) are spatially more heterogeneous than the percentile indices discussed above. Again, the stron-
gest changes over the last 50 years or so have been in the minimum temperatures, with almost a 4°C change
globally since the middle of the last century for the temperature of the coldest night (TNn, Figure S8). The
largest increases are seen in the northern high latitudes with changes of up to 1°C per decade. The coldest
day (TXn) shows similar changes but of smaller magnitude. Changes in the warmest day and night (TXx
and TNx) are smaller, being globally around 1°C warmer than the 1960s to 1970s. They also have a more het-
erogeneous distribution than the other two indices. The effect of the coverage uncertainty in the early years
of the 20th century on these global series is larger, a result of both the more heterogeneous nature of these
indices as well as the lower spatial coverage at this time compared to the previous four indices.

What is clear from all the temperature indices is that all have continued to change consistent with recent
past behavior (seen in HadEX2) and the ongoing warming of global surface temperatures. All these maps
and time series are very similar to those presented for HadEX2 (Donat, Alexander, Yang, Durre, Vose,
Dunn, et al., 2013). Larger changes in minimum temperatures than in maximum temperatures have been
noted by other studies (e.g., Donat & Alexander, 2012; McKinnon et al., 2016). As the maximum and

Figure 5. (a) Linear trends in annual series of TNx over 1950–2018 (°C/decade); (b) difference between two 30‐year periods (1981–2010 and 1951–1980); (c) time
series of HadEX3 compared with HadEX, HadEX2, and GHCNDEX; (d) time series of land fraction containing grid boxes valid data. Details of trend and time
series calculation are described in Figure 2.
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Figure 6. Linear trends in seasonal series of TX90p (a–d) and TN10p (e–h) (days per decade) over 1950–2018, using a reference period of 1961–1990. We have
converted the units for this index from % into days for clarity.
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minimum temperatures captured in the indices discussed so far are likely to have come from different
events, it is not possible to deduce any changes in the diurnal temperature range (DTR) from these
indices alone. The DTR (Figure S9) index itself shows there has been a reduction since the middle of the
last century, with most of the change occurring before 1980, also supported by other studies (Thorne,
Menne, et al., 2016; Thorne, Donat, et al., 2016). The extreme temperature range (ETR, Figure S17),
however, does have a strong link to the temperature indices and does show a clear decrease over the last
80 years.
4.1.1. Seasonal Temperature Indices
Several of the temperature indices are calculated on a monthly as well as an annual basis. Here we show
maps of seasonal changes, where at least two of the three months need to be present for a seasonal value
to be calculated (seasonal sum, maximum or minimum). For TX90p (Figure 6), the strongest changes are
in the tropics of South America during JJA. In fact, this region has the largest area of strong increases in
TX90p in all four seasons, as a consequence of the low seasonal and interannual temperature variability
in tropical regions possibly combined with land‐use change effects (Cohn et al., 2019). The strongest
increases in northern Asia are seen in MAM, with southern and southeastern Asia showing their largest
increases during the other three seasons of the year. In Europe, MAM and JJA show the strongest increases,
with the focus of the JJA increases being around the Mediterranean and Black Seas, but for MAM it is
western/Atlantic Europe that sees the largest increases. Over North America, increases are lower than in
most other places with data, and the warming hole is prominent in JJA and to a smaller extent during MAM.

In contrast, TN10p (Figure 6) shows much less variation across the regions of the globe where trends have
been calculated. South America has some of the strongest changes in all seasons, of a decrease of up to 3 days

Figure 7. (a) Linear trends in annual series of R10mm over 1950–2018 (days/decade); (b) difference between two 30‐year periods (1981–2010 and 1951–1980); (c)
time series of HadEX3 compared with HadEX, HadEX2, and GHCNDEX; (d) time series of land fraction containing grid boxes valid data. Details of trend and time
series calculation are described in Figure 2.
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per decade. In other parts of the world, the decreases are lower, of 1 or 2 days per decade, and with no clear
seasonal variation. The remaining indices are shown in Figures S30–S43.

4.2. Trends in Precipitation Indices

As in HadEX2, the lower correlation length scales of precipitation accumulations and events results in
fewer stations falling within the search radius for the ADW gridding and reduced spatial coverage com-
pared to temperature indices, despite having more stations contributing. Furthermore, when showing the
maps of trends in Figures 7–9, we require 66% completeness, and so intermittent grid‐boxes are excluded
from this overview analysis. Generally, these indices show spatially more heterogeneous patterns than the
temperature indices, also a result of a smaller DLS. The relative magnitude of the coverage uncertainty on
the global time series is also consequently larger, in many cases being comparable to both the long‐ and
short‐term variability.

Heavy precipitation days (R10mm, Figure 7) show very little change globally over the entire period of the data
set, though there are indications in the last decades of a gentle increase. However, regionally, there are con-
tiguous areas of positive and negative change. The strongest of these are in South America, where over the
Andes and the eastern Amazon there are reductions, but increases in a swath from northern Argentina up
to the Caribbean coast. A uniform and moderate increase in the number of days heavy precipitation is seen
over North America, along with the Eurasian high latitudes. Larger increases are seen in Southeast Asia and
through into central Australia. However, there are decreases around theMediterranean and through into the
Middle East.

Figure 8. (a) Linear trends in annual series of R95pTOT over 1950–2018 (%/decade); (b) difference between two 30‐year periods (1981–2010 and 1951–1980); (c)
time series of HadEX3 compared with HadEX, HadEX2, and GHCNDEX; (d) time series of land fraction containing grid boxes valid data. Details of trend and time
series calculation are described in Figure 2.
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The contribution from very wet days (days exceeding the 95th percentile of daily precipitation, R95pTOT,
Figure 8) is increasing globally, with now an extra 1–2% of precipitation falling during very wet days.
Where we have data, the signal is for a relatively uniform increase, with only a few grid boxes showing
decreases. The global time series shows an obvious increase from the 1970s. This agrees with the theoreti-
cally expected behavior in a warming climate (e.g., Allen & Ingram, 2002; Groisman et al., 2005;
Trenberth et al., 2003) and with the findings of Donat, Alexander, Yang, Durre, Vose, Dunn, et al. (2013).

As well as cumulative effects, short‐term downpours can have strong impacts, and maximum 1‐day precipi-
tation, Rx1day (Figure 9), shows strong increases of around 2mm per decade in the eastern half of North
America, as well as the eastern parts of southern South America, parts of India, and China. Smaller increases
are seen over Europe. This is reflected in the global time series with around 2–3mm more falling in recent
years than in 1961–1990. This supports the more detailed study of changes in Rx1day over 1900–2009 by
Westra et al. (2013), who found significant increases on a global scale, and has been shown to be the result
of anthropogenic changes (Min et al., 2011).

4.3. Comparison of Reference Periods

As noted in section 2.2, two versions of HadEX3 have been created with different references periods enabling
the use of a wider range of submitted data and also to align with the current WMO climatology period
(WMO, 2007). In the supporting information, we repeat the panels of time series and maps for these indices
(TX90p, TX10p, TN90p, TN10p, CSDI, WSDI, R99p, R95p, R95pTOT, and R99pTOT) for this second refer-
ence period (Figures S51–S60). Comparing between the two reference periods shows the difference in the
station networks available, with 1961–1990 having greater coverage over Australia, India, and northern
South America and 1981–2010 over Tropical South America, Africa, and Southeast Asia.

Figure 9. (a) Linear trends in annual series of Rx1day over 1950–2018 (mm/decade); (b) difference between two 30‐year periods (1981–2010 and 1951–1980); (c)
time series of HadEX3 compared with HadEX, HadEX2, and GHCNDEX; (d) time series of land fraction containing grid boxes valid data. Details of trend and time
series calculation are described in Figure 2.
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Figure 10. Upper time series panels: globally averaged time series for (a) TX90p, (b) TN10p, (e) R95p, and (f) R99p referenced to black (1961–1990) and blue
(1981–2010) with the difference between the two reference periods (1961–1990 minus 1981–2010) in red. The time series are calculated from only those grid
boxes which have data in both versions (roughly corresponding to the green shading in the maps) (c, d, g, h). We show the expected value for TX90p and TN10p
over their respective reference period by the horizontal dashed line. Yellow (1981–2010) and pink (1961–1990) regions on the maps show where only one has
coverage.
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In Figure 10, we show comparisons between the two reference periods for four of these 10 indices using both
the ”globally” averaged time series andmaps of parts of the land surface where trends could be calculated for
each period independently and for both. Note the requirement that for a grid box trend to be calculated, 66%
of the years need to be present and the last year must be 2009 or later (section 4). We have not normalized
these time series to show the effect of a change in reference period more clearly, but we have used a common
mask for both versions so that changes in the coverage do not affect the time series. A time series plot of the
difference is shown for each index.

For the four temperature percentile indices (TX90p and TN10p, Figure 10; for TX10p and TN90p, see
Figure S62), the maps show that the largest changes in coverage are in equatorial Africa and northern
South America.

The thresholds used, for example, for TX90p, are determined from the percentiles of the distribution calcu-
lated over the specified reference period. These thresholds will be higher in the later 1981–2010 period than
over 1961–1990, given the warming seen globally between these time periods. However, the daily maximum
temperatures being assessed by the use of these indices are the same, so, as the thresholds are on average
warmer, fewer days exceed them, resulting in fewer warm days being measured, and hence lower values
for TX90p when using 1981–2010.

As the climate is not changingmonotonically, the differences between the indices depend on the value of the
indices themselves. If within a single year, the maximum temperatures form a perfect Gaussian distribution,
then with two thresholds (one from 1961–1990 and one from 1981–2010), the number of exceedances of the
higher threshold is smaller than that of the lower one. If the distribution now moves to warmer tempera-
tures, although the exceedances over both thresholds increase, there are relatively more days which exceed
the lower threshold. Hence, as the climate warms, TX90p for 1961–1990 is rising faster than the same index
measured relative to 1981–2010 (seen in Figure 10). For the cool end of the distribution, the TN10p index is
decreasing more slowly for 1961–1990 relative to 1981–2010 (shown by the difference curve becoming less
negative).

The precipitation indices (Figures 10 and S64) show very little difference between the two versions of this
data set, both those showing long‐term changes and those with little change over the record. However, in
all cases, the year‐on‐year, short time scale variability is well reproduced. For the precipitation indices
(R95p, R99p, R95pTOT, and R99pTOT), the interpretation is more complex. Starting with R95p and R99p,
these sum the precipitation in the wettest 5% and 1% of days, respectively, determined from daily rather than
on total accumulation. Hence, there is no expectation that R95p or R99p represent 5% or 1% of the total accu-
mulation, and hence R95pTOT and R99pTOT do not have simple expected values.

For these indices, despite there being indications of a long‐term trend, the difference between the two refer-
ence periods is stable over the period of record. There are year‐to‐year differences, which are likely to arise
from variations in the underlying stations (rather than the gridded coverage). The precipitation from wet
days (R95p and R99p) has increased over time, so between the two reference periods, the threshold set by
the wettest N‐percent of days has increased. Hence, fewer days exceed the higher, later threshold. But the
change is small, and so the effect of the change in shape of the distribution of daily accumulations does
not stand out in the difference time series. As R95pTOT and R99pTOT are just the R95p and R99p indices
normalized by the total precipitation (PRCPTOT), then these also only show a constant offset.

5. Discussion

As its predecessors, HadEX3 supports the results from previous global assessments of land areas (Alexander
et al., 2006; Donat, Alexander, Yang, Durre, Vose, Dunn, et al., 2013) of the change in the ETCCDI indices
over the 20th and 21st centuries. The changes in the temperature extremes are consistent with the warming
world, and changes in indices based on the daily minimum temperatures are occurring faster than those
based on daily maximum temperatures. Hence, there is not only a shift in the temperature distributions
(a change in the mean), but also a change in higher order moments (e.g., variance and skew; see, e.g.,
Dunn et al., 2019). There are also indications on a global scale of changes to extreme precipitation over land
areas. As has been shown in previous observational studies (Donat, Alexander, Yang, Durre, Vose, Dunn,
et al., 2013; Westra et al., 2013), increases in the annual daily maximum intensity (Rx1day) are increasing,
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with these increases and those in the fraction falling in heavy events (R95pTOT) being linked to anthropo-
genic climate change (Min et al., 2011). Many of the large‐scale temperature changes are easily linked to
the ongoing changes in anthropogenic greenhouse gases (e.g., Stocker et al., 2014), but other mechanisms
will also have played a role, especially at regional scales, for example, land‐use change (e.g., Pan et al.,
2004; Portmann et al., 2009) and changes in large‐scale circulation patterns (e.g., Barrucand et al., 2008;
Kenyon & Hegerl, 2008; Ning & Bradley, 2015; Otero et al., 2018; Scaife et al., 2008; Sillmann &
Croci‐Maspoli, 2009).

We have already noted how the definition and construction of these indices can affect how the gridded
product behaves with a changing station network, and especially so when comparing products derived from
the two reference periods outlined above. However, despite these extra considerations, the agreement
between the ”global”HadEX3 and other products is very good, and the uncertainties arising from the incom-
plete coverage frequently encompass all of the products. This increases our confidence in the changes seen
over time.

The gridded HadEX3 product presented and analyzed here is one of a wide number of possible versions of a
data set of gridded climate extremes indices. A specific set of values, methods, and algorithms has been cho-
sen for good reasons, but other combinations could be equally valid. These parametric and structural uncer-
tainties, as assessed for HadEX2 in Dunn et al. (2014), are yet to be fully explored for HadEX3.We expect that
changes to the methods used in the creation of HadEX3 (parametric) would have a smaller effect than the
use of different methods entirely (structural). Although the underlying station data would remain the same,
the spatial representation resulting from the gridding method used herein (ADW) compared to others or by
inverting the order of operation is very likely to be different, especially at local and regional scales.
Investigations into the effects of different gridding and interpolation methods show that the method used
for HadEX3 has a high level of smoothing, resulting in loss of detail, especially in topographically varying
areas, and the order of operation changes the spatial patterns in the final grids (Avila et al., 2015;
Contractor et al., 2015; Yin et al., 2015). For indices which show strong, widespread, and coherent changes
over time, it is unlikely that use of different methods will change the conclusions drawn (Dunn et al., 2014).
We have presented two possible versions of HadEX3, one for each of the two reference periods, but other
options have been explored as part of this process (e.g., grid box size and gridding method). To ensure that
this manuscript is focussed on the update to and changes since the release of HadEX2, we have not presented
these alternative versions here but leave them for a future study.

5.1. Uses of HadEX3

As noted in earlier sections, the gridded HadEX3 product contains spatially smoothed ETCCDI indices
estimated at the grid box centers. The underlying station network also changes over the period of record,
with many fewer stations in the early period, but also a drop off in the most recent years. Hence, ”global”
or regionally averaged time series should be accompanied by plots showing how the coverage has chan-
ged over that time. Furthermore, even in regions which have a dense network and comparatively consis-
tent coverage, changes in the underlying network can result in inhomogeneities in the grid box values,
and some indices are more susceptible to this than others (see example of a mountain top station for
TXx in section 2.1). We have endeavored to mitigate this effect with the station selection but will not have
been able to remove it entirely.

HadEX3 has been designed to estimate long‐term changes in observed extremes. The order of operations in
going from daily station observations to the gridded product (calculate indices then grid) results in this data
set comprising estimates at grid box centers. The output from climate models or reanalyses are most typically
representative of the average over a grid box. Although this may not have a noticeable affect for some tem-
perature indices, for maxima and minima (e.g., TXx) and especially for precipitation indices, these values
may differ (e.g., Chen & Knutson, 2008). Therefore, comparisons with products where gridded values are
the average value of the indices for that grid box (rather than being representative of the center and some
region surrounding it) should be undertaken with care. We note that creating a version of HadEX3 using
the alternative order of operations (grid observations then calculating indices) is likely to result in over-
smoothing the extremes (Haylock et al., 2008; Hofstra et al., 2010), but this would allow for more direct com-
parisons to climate models and reanalyses.
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6. Summary

We present the creation of the next version of a data set of extreme temperature and precipitation indices,
HadEX3. Station data have been gathered from a number of open global and regional sources as well as from
individuals from a large number of nations and territories. The ETCCDI extremes indices have been calcu-
lated from daily observations resulting in almost 37,000 stations of varying record length and completeness.
For a gridded product, the stations with the longest records ending in 2009 or later have been selected and
combined using an ADWinterpolation algorithm. The final gridded data set is available on a 1.875°×1.25°
longitude‐latitude grid from 1901–2018 inclusive, and some indices are available on a monthly as well as
annual resolution.

Analysis of the long‐term changes of both temperature and precipitation indices agree very well with pre-
vious (HadEX2) and currentmonitoring (GHCNDEX) products. Changes in the temperature indices are con-
sistent with the ongoing warming of the globe, with greater changes in the indices derived from minimum
temperature than those from the maximum temperatures. Indices summarizing the intensity of heavy preci-
pitation also show a slight increase over recent decades. Spatially, the story is more complex, but temperature
indices are overall more homogeneous than precipitation indices, and those using percentiles/anomalies
more so than those based on actuals values.

Spatially, precipitation ismore heterogeneous than temperature and often has lower coverage. However, on a
global level, a number of the indices show increases (e.g., R10mm, Rx1day, and R95pTOT), indicating that
there are more heavy precipitation events that are also more intense and contribute a greater fraction to
the total.

As some indices use a reference period to derive threshold values, we have created versions using the
original (HadEX2 and HadEX) period of 1961–1990 (which corresponds to the WMO period for
long‐term climate change assessments) and one using the current WMO reference period of 1981–2010,
with fractionally different data submitted for each. Although the global results are qualitatively very simi-
lar, there are some intricate differences for the temperature percentile indices which will require careful
thought by users.

Despite our best efforts, there are still parts of the world where data are sparse or the temporal coverage is
inadequate for a data set designed for long‐term monitoring. This is partly a result of the approach to use
regional workshops for data collection, which, although allowing access to the underlying data which
cannot be shared openly, can result in station index time series for these regions ending much earlier than
the data set and so limits their usefulness. Efforts are underway to augment current global collections of data
to improve the data available for all users.

Appendix A

The ADW calculations are as follows. The distance term is equal to

wi¼ðe−x=DLSÞm; (A1)

where wi is the weight for station i, and x is the distance between station i and the center of the grid box.
The constant, m, is set to 4 as in the other data sets mentioned above. In the study by Dunn et al. (2014),
changing this decay parameter had only a minor impact on the final gridded fields, which had also been
mentioned in earlier studies, so we keep it consistent with the previous data sets.

The angular term scales this distance term, using the bearing of the station i relative to north from the
central point (θi), compared to the bearing of all other stations, θk, which have been selected to contribute
to this grid box.

Wi¼wi 1þ
∑
k wk½1 − cosðθk − θiÞ�

∑
k wk

8<
:

9=
;; i ≠ k: (A2)

This method ensures that stations closest to the center of the grid‐box and those which are relatively isolated
have greater weight than stations further from the center or in a cluster. As the DLS can extend up to 2,000
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km (especially for some temperature indices), this means that many stations fall within the selection radius.
The result is that this method interpolates into regions which contain no stations. Conversely, for indices
which have a small DLS (some concerning precipitation), then the 200‐km lower limit can be smaller
than the extent of the grid box (1.875°×1.25° longitude‐latitude) and the lowest latitudes.

We show in Figure A1 all stations which were submitted to HadEX3 (though not all were selected for use in
the final gridded fields), and those where we are allowed to do so will be made available to users.

Data Availability Statement

The gridded data set is available at www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/hadex3/ and at www.climdex.org. In
addition, a version will be lodged on the CEDA archive (https://archive.ceda.ac.uk/).

The underlying station indices will be made available on www.climdex.org where we are allowed to do so.
For some collections, we are not allowed to make the underlying station data public under terms of their
license, and we encourage readers to contact the appropriate co‐author.

All software has been written in Python 3 (Python Software Foundation, Python Software Foundation), with
the exception of Climpact2 which is in R (Ihaka & Gentleman, 1996; R Core Team, 2013). The dependencies
and interplay between them have been controlled using a Rose (Shin et al., 2019)/Cylc suite (Oliver et al.,
2018). The Python scripts are available at a Github repository available through https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.3886492, but we are not able to offer any technical support for users. The ERA5 data (Hersbach et al.,
2019) are available at the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) Climate Data Store (CDS) at https://cds.
climate.copernicus.eu.

Figure A1. All the stations submitted to HadEX3. GHCND and GHCNEX are subject to the restrictions as outlined in the text. ECAD/SACAD/LACAD are the
complete data sets. No QC flags have been applied to these stations.
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The HadEX3 data and software are available under an Open Government Licence (https://www.nationa-
larchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/3/), which complies with Crown Copyright.

Comprehensive reports from the Second Workshop on ASEAN Regional Climate Data, Analysis and
Projections (ARCDAP‐2) held in Singapore 25‐29 March 2019, are available at CCRS: https://ccrs.weather.
gov.sg/arcdap-2_workshop/and WMO: https://public.wmo.int/en/events/workshops/second-workshop-
asean-regional-climate-data-analysis-and-projections-arcdap%E2%80%932
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Erratum

In the originally published version of this article the uncertainty range in panel c of Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and
9 was incorrect. In all cases the uncertainties were shown for the full dataset rather than the subset from
which the time series have been calculated. The figures have been updated to show both versions of the
HadEX3 time series and their uncertainty ranges, and the equivalent panels have been updated in the
supplementary information. There is no change to the conclusions drawn in the paper and this may be
considered the version of record.
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